Major and complex loss
When major and complex losses happen, there isn’t time to lose
while a claim is settled. Our team brings expertise, experience,
world-class advice and cost-effective, fair claims handling to get
your business up and running as quickly as possible.
Comprehensive claims services
Large-scale, major losses are by their very nature intricate, complex
and full of challenges. Sedgwick is one of the world’s leading loss
adjusting companies, offering comprehensive technology-enabled
risk, benefits and integrated business solutions. We are well-versed
in taking care of our clients and consumers in the face of the world’s
largest and most complex losses. With responsive risk management,
technical loss adjusting, and claims management expertise, we are
ready to quickly respond to losses in any industry.
Our specialist groups have experience in major and complex loss
management for a number of fields including:
• Aviation		

• Food and beverage

Global solutions, local expertise

• Business interruption

• Hospitality

With experts in 65 countries around the world and a full spectrum of

• Construction		

• Manufacturing

services in casualty, property, marine, benefits, brand protection and

• Energy/mining		

• Public entities

other lines, we have the reach and knowledge necessary to quickly

• Entertainment		

• Real estate

respond to your needs.

Our claims experts have the technical skills and in-depth sector
knowledge to mitigate and resolve claims. We understand your local

To learn more about our major and complex loss solutions, contact:

culture, business and regulatory environment. In addition, ongoing

P. 888.601.6228

E . claimsintake@sedgwick.com

professional development through formal training programs and
mentoring ensures knowledge sharing between colleagues. We have
a strong culture of hands-on learning, so our team always has access
to someone who has been there and seen it before.

To learn more about our integrated and
customized solutions, visit S E D G W I C K . C O M
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